Cagers To Face Suffolk Weds. On New Floor

The 1954-55 Engineer varsity basketball team, which opens its season Wednesday, is potentially the finest cage outfit in MIT history and at the same time quite possibly the top team in the greater Boston area.

Coach Scotty Whitelaw's charges have made strong showings in scrimmages against Boston College and Brandeis. With three returning regulars from last year's fine team and with good height in the starting five, this should be a top-flight team.

Wednesday will see not only the unveiling of the basketball team, but also the opening of the new basketball floor and stands in Rockefeller Cage for intercollegiate play. In past seasons, games were played in the cramped Walker gym. In comparison to the hundred-fifty seat Walker, the Cage will seat two hundred fans who could be crowded in.
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Coach Scotty Whitelaw, teacher what is essentially the eastern, as opposed to the western, style of play. The emphasis is placed upon capitalizing upon playmaking situations, as opposed to the set-play attack. He is quick to point out that his team will not always be the team, but also the opening of the new basketball floor and stands in Rockefeller Cage for intercollegiate play. In past seasons, games were played in the cramped Walker gym.

The play of Larry Halter, sixth man last year, can best be characterized as a dependable. Coach Scotty Whitelaw described the 6'4"-er as an "opportunist," not a great shot-maker but a scorer who is always in the right place at the right time. Larry is the kind of fellow who is always trying to perfect his play through practice. He is another skilled performer who seldom fails to come through when the chips are down. Halter is especially strong under the offensively rebounding boards. He is equally apt at both pivot and center play, possessing an accurate and almost unstoppable jump-shot.
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The newscaper to this year's varsity lineup is Dimity "Dee" Vergun '55, transfer student from Texas and the big story of last year's intramural cage play. Vergun stands a deceptive strong 6'4" and, despite his somewhat mild appearance, is a rugged rebounder. A soft touch and fine shooting "eye" make Dee a tremendous scoring threat. His feath-er-like jump-shot is equally accurate from the pivot and from thirty feet outside. Vergun's main failures are his defensive play and his lack of experience which should be remedied before the season is long underway.

Behind this quintet are Dan Lacky, second man in岩村's scoring on tap-ins.

HELP TCA TO HELP YOU
FUND THE DRIVE
ALL THIS WEEK
WEAR YOUR TCA BUTTON
COMPLETE WITH RED FEATHER
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NOW! A filter cigarette real smokers can enjoy!

WINSTON FINE FILTER FILTER CIGARETTES

Winston tastes good—like a cigarette should!